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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s ﬁt for camp….

The Evil Overlord Advice Column

Tag

Greetings, my minions. Today, I have three notes:
How do I get money?
It’s not the “noon time show”, it’s the “noon and a half time
show.”
3. Who are you and are you the original person for the
column?
To get money? Obviously, steal it! And w6ell, Instead of changing
the name of the Noon Time Show, maybe you should change the
time. Also, I cannot say who I am but, I can tell you , I am not the
original Evil Overlord. The original Evil Overlord was Dr.
Athanasios, about 30 years ago. I am the third Evil Overlord. We
are a noble bloodline and have been the dominant culture for

and I am 15 years old going into
10th grade. Alright, here is the
story about The Time I (TTI) went
to CAAP. This is my 7th year at
CAAP and my classes are the
Musical, which is School of Rock
(STICK IT TO THE MAN!), Painter's
Studio, Hip Hop, then Advanced
Clay. During the year I play soccer
and rugby. In my free time I like to
stand in my yard. I also am
building a stage in my backyard,
which is almost done. Finally, my
favorite type of Mac n Cheese is
Kraft. The more artificial the better.
Ok thanks!!! Now I shall tag
Amita Polumbaum.

1.
2.

centuries. We are the champions!!

Signed, The Evil Overlord

Classroom Spies; Advanced One Act
Hello CAAPers! We were pleased to see that our folder was
over owing with suggestions from our readers. Thank you so
much! A suggestion we got was: “Can you please write about
Advanced One Act, it’s period 6 by the way.” Rumour has it that
for the Advanced One Act, they are doing the play “Midsummer
Night’s Dream” by William Shakespeare. This play is directed by
Ezra and assistant directed by Marissa. The C.I.T for this class is
Ra . The set is the platform you see at the noontime shows, but
the middle platform is pulled forward, and the stairs on the side
are moved to the front. You might have been wondering what
those polls are in the back of the set? They are used for the fairies
and they can do tricks on it, or simply just sit up there. Here is the
cast list for the play. Leo R- Theseus + Mustardseed, Kaori SHippolyta + Peaseblossom, Lily K- Egeus + Cobweb, Gabby V- Puck,
Abby K- Oberon, Amanda H- Titana, Olivia S- Hermia, Ezra K-MLysander, Ethan W- Demetrius, So a P- Helena, Amita P- Peter
Quince, Margret P- Nick Bottom, Jack R- Francis Flute, So a
N-S-Snug, Charlotte H- Tom Snout. They will be performing it on
festival day, so make sure to go watch it! We can’t wait to see the
play. Classroom Spies, signing o !
-Classroom Spies
Next Article: Knit Around Town (Sorry, we forgot to spy on it the
other day, but we are writing that article right now!)
This information is certi ed by the CIA CAAP Intelligence Agency.

Hi my name is Grace Cohen

Tuesday Playlist

Be thankful for what you got William
Devahn
Everybody loves the sunshine Key Ayers
Bet there be rock AC/DC
Square biz Teena Marie
Romeo Basement Jaxx
Smile E + iente de crecy
Pump up the jam techronic
I would die 4 u Prince
Footloose Kenny logains
Super model rupaul
Coverairl rupaul
Vague Madonna
I will survive Glora Gaynor
Editor’s Note: We believe that
“Coverairl” is supposed to be “Covergirl”
and “Vague” should be “Vogue”.
Additionally, the song is “Let There Be
Rock”, but “Bet There Be Rock” is a great
title too. We deemed that the other
misspellings here could still be inferred.
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The TV Show Critic
Hello everybody! Today I will be reviewing the show “The
Simpsons”. Personally, I do not like “The Simpsons” but some
people do so therefore I will review it. “The Simpsons” is an
animated simcom for the Fox Broadcasting company. The main
characters are Bart, Homer, Marge, Lisa, and Maggie Simpson.
Since its debut on December 17, 1989, there have been 639
episodes and 29 seasons. There is a movie about the Simpsons,
and it made $527,000,000. “The Simpsons” is the longest
running American sitcom. All together, I rate “The Simpsons”
three stars out of ﬁve stars, because I know some other people
like it, but I hate it. Thanks for reading! -That Annoying Critic

5 facts about money you didn't know!!!
1.
2.

Did you know that
Did you know that
penny anymore?
3. Did you know that
4. Did you know that
5. Did you know that

there's a 100,000 dollar bill?
they’re thinking about not printing the
they might print a 15 dollar bill?
there's a dollar coin?
tom brady has 2,786,765 dollars?
Thanks for reading!!!

Greetings Peoples,
Today on CSNN (CAAP Sports News Network) I will be Writing about the
World Cup. So as you all know France beat Croatia. First oﬀ all let’s just
point out that France had a huge advantage. They beat Croatia 4-2. France
played the counter attack and did not touch the ball that many times. Also 19
year old Kelly Mbappe scored for France. On the other side of the ball
Croatia was attacking and every time France barely stopped it. On Croatia's
second goal it was because the French goalie tried to dribble it too much and
a player on cam and kicked it in the goal. All in all, I think that Croatia
should of won. Just so you know I will be putting a folder up so please put
ideas in my folder about sports. -anyohbymir
*notes please

The Daily Sports Center Column
Hey and welcome back to daily sports center. Today we are going to take
a look at Sue Bird. She plays for the Seattle Storm in the WNBA
(Women's National Basketball Association). She is 5’9 and 150 pounds
but plays Point Guard she wears the number 10. She has been in the
WNBA for 16 years and was drafted to the Seattle Storm with the 1st pick
in the 1st round of the 2002 draft. Her stats are 9.9 points, 1.0 steals, 7.3
Assist, and 1.7 rebonds. That's all don’t forget to leave players I should
do stats on in my folder. Good bye.
By, Tim
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5 best ways to get attention
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

When eating and drinking
make loud slurping and
chewing noises.
Bump into things and yell OW!
Very dramatically.
Stomp around everywhere and
look grumpy.
Out of nowhere drop to the
floor and break dance.
Jump onto the table and
start singing at the top of your
lungs.

What annoys Hallie
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Singing Pink fluffy unicorns
dancing on rainbows
Ask what annoys Hallie
Write about what annoys Hallie
Write the same thing over and
over again
Write about slime
Interrupting her
Losing her hair bands
Not saying bless you when
somebody sneezes
When she doesn’t understand
what you are saying
Jacob “i just don’t understand
what he says”
Her OTT classes singing take on
me by aha
Saying that Noon time show
should be called noon and a half
time show
When people play games when
they are supposed to be
working
When you touch her fruit
Touch her notebook
Driving in brookline
Flys
Leaving hair ties on her desk
and not claiming it
Touching her
Pointing at her and say i’m not
touching you
Saying Hallie Hallie Hallie Hallie
Hallie
Having to eat in the big gym
when it rains
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BY Maanav & Alex
Today´s Noon-30 Carpool show was hosted
by Glennon, Manny, and Bailey. First up
was JR. musical and they did a number from
America's Next top Monster with a smoke machine in the beginning! Next was the POW! Slideshow with the SCREEEEN!! and it
was about words and their shape and it was super cool! After that we had Beats with some really cool music. Then for the
next act the SCREEEN! Came down down with the experimental photo slideshow and there were some pretty cool photos.
The sixth act was Vide-OTT with a interview on the mummy and a protest about only counselors getting fraps. The second to
last act was Dance through the decades and performed Johnny B. Good and it was a thriller. Ast but not least we had A
POW CIT PSA about CIT appreciation day.
TOO MANY QUESTIONS WITH
BAILEY
How old are you? 28
What school do you go to? UMass
Where were you born? Boston
Where do you live? Chestnut Hill
What do you want to be when u
grow up? Probably a real estate agent
or the Queen of England
Is it hard being a counselor? No, it’s
fun
What is your schedule? OTT OTT
OTT
How many years have you been at
CAAP? 11
What is your favorite summer treat?
Peppermint stick ice cream
On a scale of 1 to 10 how much do
you love CAAP? 11
What are some of you favorite
classes you took as a camper? Pop
singing, Crazy Creatures
What is your favorite...
Animal: Manatee
Word: Pickle
Food: Korean BBQ bibimbap
How tall are you? 5’9”
What is your favorite type of food?
Korean BBQ
What is your favorite class you are
teaching in this year? OTT

What do you like to do in your free
time? Go to the beach
What instruments do you play? The
recorder
What is your favorite color? Blue
What state would you live in if you
couldn’t live in Massachusetts?
South Carolina
What cool places have you been to?
Some are Bermuda, Montana, and
Guatemala
Who is your favorite musician? Lake
Street Dive
Do you have any Brothers/Sisters?
Yes, two brothers.
Do you have any pets? No.
Have you dyed your hair? No.
What is your favorite restaurant to
go to? Grill 23
What is your favorite state to visit?
Massachusetts, just different parts
What is a place you want to go to?
Italy
Do you like Peppers? Yes
If you could have a wild animal as a
pet what would it be? A dolphin
Do you follow sports? Yes
What is your favorite baseball team?
The red sox duhhhhh
What is your favorite book? Where
the red fern grows
What is your favorite movie? It’s a
wonderful life

What is your favorite Show?
Anything on Bravo
When did you get your earrings?10
What is your favorite song? Better
Than  Lake Street Dive
If you could be in any other class
what would it be? Clay for all ages
What groupie group are you in? 13
If you got the chance to be the
Director, would you be it? Yes
If you won the lottery what would
you buy? A boat
When is your birthday? February 25
What is your favorite holiday? 4th of
July
What is your favorite day of the
week and why? Friday because it’s
time to drive to the beach again
What is your favorite childhood
memory? The day my Dad and I got
my old dog Teddy.
What is your lifelong dream? To have
a happy family that goes on vacation
together every summer.
What is your favorite snack? Salt
and vinnys!
Do you know what foot undies are?
YASSSSSS
What is your favorite shoe brand?
Target
Made by: Sylvie Sacks, Lucca Olivet
and Violet Curcio

Today is World Emoji Day!!!
By: Ila Desai and Charlotte Hanselman
Some ways to celebrate it are:
● Give your friend a emoji pillow
● Text them an emoji
● Tell people it’s World Emoji Day….Go to cafe Emoji
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How to Annoy Your Siblings:
● when your sibling is studying for a big
test, annoy them with asking 1+1, 2+2,
3+3….
● If your sibling is a girl, call her dude/bro
● Keep asking them “is this annoying? Is
this annoying?”
● Every time they ask you to do
something ask “is that a threat?”
● Tell embarrassing stories about when
they were little when their friend is over
● Take their stuff and put it out of reach
(only works with younger siblings)
● Kick them under the table and say “stop
kicking me”
● Repeat everything they say in a really
annoying tone
● Interrupt them by saying random
things
● Tell on them for no reason
● Annoy them in the same way they
annoy you (if they follow you around,
follow them around)
● Try on all their clothes even if they don't
fit you
● Sing a really annoying song over and
over again (gummy bear song, pink
fluffy unicorns dancing on rainbows,
the duck song)
Good Luck!!!!!!!!!!!

Top 10 Most Popular Songs in the US 2017
1. Ed Sheeran - “Shape of You”
2. Bruno Mars - “ at’s What I Like”
3. e Chainsmokers and Coldplay - “Something
Just Like is”
4. Zedd - “Stay ( t Alessia Cara)”
5. Alessia Cara - “Scars to Your Beautiful”
6. Luis Fonsi & Daddy Yankee - “Despacito ( t.
Justin Bieber)”
7. Shawn Mendes - “ ere’s Nothing Holdin’ me
Back”
8. James Arthur - “Say You Won’t Let Go”
9. Imagine Dragons - “Believer”
10. Maroon 5 - “Don’t Wanna Know ( t, Kendrick
Lamar)”

7/17/18

Top Ten Wild Animals of America
Hello CAAPers! Today in OTT I decided to
research the top ten animals of
America. I also put a picture of
the animal for each one. Here
are the results!
1- Bald Eagle
2- Cougar
3- American
Alligator
4- Grizzly Bear
5- Moose
6- Elk
7- Wolverine
8- Coyote
9- Bobcat
10- Raccoon
That’s it for
today!-Somebody

Book reading recommendations
1: I recommend the book The Land Of
Stories for people that like fantasy. I
say the book is for ages is 9 to 15.It
is about twins that fall into a book
and need to find a way out.You will
have to read the book to find out
how they get out.It is also a series.
2: The second book I recommend is A
Dog's Purpose for people who like
dogs. I say it is for ages 11 and up.
It is about a dog and his perspective
of life and every time he dies he
becomes a different dog. You will have to read the
book to find out what happens.
By Juliana Segal

The War of Pixeland Part 2

...Hi its strawberry
again where was I? Oh yes I was talking
about the dogs
.Back to the story now! One day
one of the dogs mysteriously disappeared then another and another
each day
. We called up the cats
and then the mice
but they said there guards have been disappearing too!
sorry my annoying sister again. Don't tell
anyone but my sister said she saw a small dark purple devil
go into a portal followed by our guard dogs,
but
they seemed to be hypnotized . . .By: the emoji girls
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How To TieDye A TShirt
It is fun to tie dye in the
spring and summer. You
can tie dye
shirts,shorts,and hats. For
the best results use a
pre-washed, 100 percent
cotton T-shirt. Immerse
the shirt in hot water,
wring out the excess
water, then lay it flat before tying it tightly with rubber
bands. Do this before mixing the dye, dye baths start
losing strength after a hour. You will need, a 3 gallon
bucket, a glass jar with a tight sealing lid, rubber gloves, a
measuring spoon, fiber reactive dye, and soda ash fixative.
Use only items that will not used for food again.
STEP ONE: Fill the bucket with 1 gallon of cool water. Fill
the jar halfway with cool water. Put on the rubber gloves.
Depending on how dark the color add 2 to 4 teaspoons of
dye powder into the jar. Close the jar securely and shake
the jar until all the powder has dissolved. Pour the dye
into the bucket and stir. Fill the jar halfway with hot water.
Add 6 teaspoons of soda ash. Close the lid and shake
vigorously. Pour the mixture into the bucket and stir.
STEP TWO: If your shirt has dried since you tied it, wet it
again with water. Place the shirt in the dye bath and stir
frequently with a long handled enamel or a stainless steel
spoon. Let it soak for 30 minutes to 1 hour depending on
how deep a color you want ( if your using more than one
color, dip and hold each section in dye.)
STEP THREE: Remove T-shirt with tongs or a big stick.
Rinse under warm water, and gradually cooler water until
it runs clear (wear rubber gloves so your hands will not
get dyed.) When you throw the shirt in the laundry for the
first time, wash it alone in water, then rinse in cool water,
then line or machine dry.
By Charlotte Sze

Put your vote in the folder! !!!!!!!!!!!
Hello folks! We need more votes! Put your vote in
our purple folder directly outside the OTT room!
If you have strong feelings on this PLEASE,
PLEASE PLEEEEASE put your vote in the folder!
We will count up the results on Friday, and
whichever name wins (Noon And A Half or Noon
Thirty, Noon Time results will not count) will
become our new show name, or at least we will
keep protesting using that name. Please join the
Noon Time Show Protest! (NTSP)

7/17/18

Random Guy: Birthdays
Birthdays are celebrated by so many cultures
around the world, each are celebrated diﬀerently around
the world. For example in Nepal and India, on a child’s
ﬁrst birthday, the child's head is shaved and held over a
special ﬁre, removing of the hair is supposed to cleanse
the child of any past evils of other lives. Some cultures
celebrate with food, such as in Ghana where on there
birthday, children wake up to a special treat called “oto”
which is mashed sweet potatoes with egg fried in palm
oil. After that they have rices and diﬀerent stews to
celebrate. In many birthday cultures, there is a thing
called a “golden birthday” where the day you were born
is your golden birthday (ie. if my birthday was June
10th, 1999 then my golden birthday is when I’m 10.) In
many birthdays, cake is a important part of it. Blowing
out candles is a important ceremony, meaning to
symbolize the increase in age. As you can see, birthdays
can vary in diﬀerent cultures. But in the end they are
mostly all the same.
A Rant About Narwhals
First things first: No, I am not the Rant column and I am
not trying to steal their spotlight. Let’s just state that and
move on. Now, here I go. Get ready.
Narwhals. Why on earth are narwhals such a big
thing? Yes, they have one horn. Ooh, a sea unicorn!! No.
What about swordfish or indian rhinos? What about
Okapi? Why is it that narwhals are so loved? The one
horned Indian rhino needs some love here! Narwhals
look like fat seals with a pole on their head, in my
opinion. You would be perfectly happy to be served
swordfish at restaurant, but narwhal? Oh, no! Poor little
fishy! For goodness sakes, get over it!
By: A pescitarian
Mixed Monsters
Mixed monsters is where you put a
note in my folder (the one that says
“Best ways to…” ) and on the note
please put the name of two or three
types of animals. I will choose one
sticky note and combine the animals to make one
creature. Here is an example: Mix: Dog and snail Name:
Dail Speed: ½ m.p.h. Food: leaves, grass, and small
fruit Height: three inches tall Shelter: the tall grass and
big holes in trees.
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Debate with Story girl And Awesome Dude 3

Summer Survey

Would you EAT a snail?
Story girl says:NO
Awesome dude says: No way
Would you kill yourself if 10,000 people were going
to live Or live and have 10,000 people die?
Story girl says:Die let 10,000 people live
Awesome Dude says: Die and let 10,000 people live
Would you find true love with a poor homeless man
or woman but is so very kind helpful and generous
Or have a very wealthy man or woman but is very
rude and is very selfish?
Story girl says:Poor and homeless
Awesome dude says:Poor and homeless
Would you be a wealthy woman or man and be
selfish and rude? Or be very poor and live homeless
and be very kind and generous
Story girl says: Poor and homeless
Awesome dude says:IDK
Thanks for reading
BY: ……………………...

Hello CAAPers! Today in OTT, I asked 7 people a few
questions in the category of summer. Here are the results!
Question 1- Do you like ice cream in a cone or a dish or
both?
Cone: 3 people
Dish: 2 people
Both: 2 people
Question 2- Which one do you like better,
the beach or the pool?
Beach: 1 person
Pool: 6 people
Question 3- Sleepaway camp or day camp?
Sleepaway: 3 people
Day: 4 people
Question 4- Traveling or staying home?
Traveling: 5 people
Home: 2 people
Question 5- Sandals or sneakers?
Sandals: 1 person
Sneakers: 6 people
That’s it for today folks! -Somebody

I’m back! Today, I got a slip of paper that said: “veggie spring
roll” So, I’m going to show you how to make veggie spring rolls!!
INGREDIENTS
● 8 rice paper spring roll wrappers
● 8 leaves of romaine lettuce
● Handful of fresh basil leaves
● Handful of fresh mint leaves
● 1 carrot, cut into sticks
● 1 red bell pepper, thinly sliced
● ½ cup snow peas, thinly sliced

How to Annoy People
on Road Trips

DIRECTIONS
Fill a shallow bowl with hot (not boiling) water. Arrange all of
your ingredients on a tray or cutting board. Dip a rice paper
wrapper in the water, swirling it around quickly (do not immerse
the sheet in water for long). The sheet should be wet, but
somewhat firm. Fold the sheet into a half-moon shape and lay it
on the tray. Add a piece of lettuce and some of the basil and
mint. Arrange a few pieces each of the carrots, peppers, and peas
on one-third of the sheet (it's okay for the ingredients to spill out
of the ends a bit). Fold the sheet over to cover the vegetables,
gently tugging on the sheet to roll it into a tight cylinder. Repeat
for the remaining rice paper sheets and fillings. Enjoy!!







Remember, you can always put stuff in my folder! It it right
outside of the OTT room (312).









Here are some classic
ways to annoy anyone in a
with you :)
 Sing the 99 bottles
of beer of the wall song
(You must get through the whole song!)
Ask “are we there yet?” over and over
Sing along to the radio (sing really badly)
Read very single sign that you pass
Backseat drive
Shout ¨Slow down youŕe going to flip the car!¨ to
whoever is driving when youŕe going at 10 to 30
mph
Sing “the wheels on the bus go round and
round”
Make sure to point out whenever the driver is
not driving well
Punch someone every time you see a different
colored car
When someone is sleeping with headphones on,
turn the volume all the way up
Snore really loudly when you’re not actually
asleep
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